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Our name may be new, but the people behind it are brimming with experience.  

Led by Wayne McGrath and backed by the financial strength of the Wyllie Group, 

We’re for real

we have assembled a team that has worked together for many years and  

contributed to some of WA’s best known and innovative commercial modular 

projects. These include buildings for land estates, remote accommodation,  

offices, classrooms and resort accommodation to name just a few.
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Wayne McGrath, Jason Sjoland & Errol Davies
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Sustainable Design + Construction





intelligent design
Modular WA has assembled a design team with vast experience in the modular field, having 
tackled projects from custom residential housing to modular accommodation villages and 
commercial buildings. Our team values efficient, functional design and we are constantly 
looking for new, innovative solutions in order to achieve the best possible outcome for our 
clients. 

With a focus on designing high quality buildings without compromising on cost efficiency, the 
Modular WA team consistently deliver attractive, livable buildings individually tailored to each 
client, and designed for maximum functionality.



Previous Projects
Modular WA has a capable and highly experienced board of directors and project management team 

with extensive expertise in delivering modular solutions of any size - from small residential 
contracts to large scale commercial installations. Some notable recent projects include the Jurien 
Bay Village, a Multi-Purpose Sports Facility in Yalgoo, Ablution & Kitchen Facilities for South west 

Resorts, as well as a number of commercial buildings for the Water Corporation.

Wayne McGrath, Jason Sjoland and Errol Davies have worked together for many years and have 
successfully delivered turnkey modular building projects for clients such as the Housing Authority, 

BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto and Woodside. Both Errol Davies and Wayne McGrath are registered builders 
with extensive project management experience.  



Commercial Director - Errol Davies
Phone:08 6454 0919

Toll free:1800 001 016

BRN 101630

 errol@modularwa.com.au
31 Challenge Blvd, Wangara WA 6065

PO Box 1786 Wangara Dc 6947
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